
Overview 
This is a simple driving game where the player tries to obtain the fastest lap time. It is designed with 

other racing games in mind. There is a main track where the vehicle can move optimally, an off-track 

where there is a limit to vehicle movement, and also walls to prevent the player from driving too far off 

the main track. The track is a “Figure 8” track derived from the circle that was given in the Path Starting 

Guide. 
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Keyboard Controls 
Keyboard Button Action 

Up Arrow Accelerate Forwards 

Down Arrow Accelerate Backwards 

Left Arrow Turn Left 

Right Arrow Turn Right 

Space Change Camera: First Person / Third Person / Side 

‘n’ Toggle Night/Day 

‘f’ Toggle Free Camera: “WASD” and Mouse 

‘h’ Toggle Headlights 

‘c’ Toggle Cube 

Enter/Return Reset player position to centre 

 

Assets 
Day Skybox 

URL:   http://opengameart.org/content/sky-box-sunny-day 

Date:  16th March 2017 

License:  Creative Commons 3.0 

Changes: Flipped all images for use with template 

Night Skybox 

URL:  http://u3d.as/acG 

Date:  16th March 2017 

License:  Unity Asset Store. Free for commercial use? https://unity3d.com/legal/as_terms 

Changes: Flipped all images for use with template 

Cube Texture 

URL:   https://www.textures-resource.com/pc_computer/portal/texture/6233/ 

Date:  22nd March 2017 

License:  Free for non-commercial use 

Changes: None 

Road Texture 

URL: http://texturelib.com/texture/?path=/Textures/road/bare%20asphalt/road_bare_asphalt_0035 

Date:   20th February 2017 

License:  Free for commercial use 

Changes: None 

Grass Texture (grassfloor01.jpg) 

URL:  http://www.psionicgames.com/?page_id=26 

Date:  24th January 2013 

License:  unknown 

Changes: None, was included in template 

 

http://opengameart.org/content/sky-box-sunny-day
http://u3d.as/acG
https://unity3d.com/legal/as_terms
https://www.textures-resource.com/pc_computer/portal/texture/6233/
http://texturelib.com/texture/?path=/Textures/road/bare%20asphalt/road_bare_asphalt_0035
http://www.psionicgames.com/?page_id=26


Under Track Texture (dirtpile01.jpg) 

URL:  http://www.psionicgames.com/?page_id=26 

Date:  24th January 2013 

License:  unknown 

Changes: None, was included in template 

Wall Texture (Tile41a.jpg) 

URL:  unknown 

Date:  unknown 

License:  unknown 

Changes: None, was included in template but not used/sourced 

Car Model 

URL:  http://tf3dm.com/3d-model/low-poly-volkswagen-84375.html 

Date:  5th March 2017 

License:  Free for non-commercial use 

Changes: None 

Street Lamp Model 

URL:  http://tf3dm.com/3d-model/street-light-lamp-61903.html 

Date:  16th March 2017 

License:  Free for non-commercial use 

Changes: Removed the floor from the model in blender 

Tree Model 1 

URL:  http://tf3dm.com/3d-model/low-poly-pine-tree-98845.html 

Date:  21st March 2017 

License:  Free for non-commercial use 

Changes: None 

Tree Model 2 

URL:  http://tf3dm.com/3d-model/low-poly-tree-23478.html 

Date:  22nd March 2017 

License:  Free for non-commercial use 

Changes: None 

Lap Line Texture 

Created by me in Inkscape. Used as a repeating texture for the lap line. 
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Requirements 

Part 2 – Route and Camera 

Route 
In the CatmullRom class, a centreline has been generated using some predetermined points in 

CCatmullRom::SetControlPoints(). Using this centreline, I created 6 more lines by translating each point 

using its TNB vectors. 

 for (unsigned int i = 0; i < m_centrelinePoints.size() - 1; i++) { 
  glm::vec3 p = m_centrelinePoints[i]; 
  glm::vec3 next = m_centrelinePoints[i+1]; 
 
  glm::vec3 y = glm::vec3(0, 1, 0); 
 
  //T = nextpoint - current point 
  glm::vec3 t = glm::normalize(next - p); 
 
  //N = T x y 
  glm::vec3 n = glm::normalize(glm::cross(t, y)); 
 
  //B = N x T 
  glm::vec3 b = glm::normalize(glm::cross(n, t)); 
 
  glm::vec3 l = p - width * n; 
  m_leftOffsetPoints.push_back(l); 
  m_leftOffTrackPoints.push_back(p - width * n * (float)2); 
  m_leftFencePoints.push_back(p - width * n * (float)2 + (float)3 * b); 
 
  glm::vec3 r = p + width * n; 
  m_rightOffsetPoints.push_back(r); 
  m_rightOffTrackPoints.push_back(p + width * n * (float)2); 
  m_rightFencePoints.push_back(p + width * n * (float)2 + (float)3 * b); 
 } 

6 lines were required to form each section of the path and the walls that prevent the player from driving 

off randomly. These individual sections are then put into VBOs in the correct order with appropriate 

normals and texture coordinates depending on the texture dimensions. 

  



Camera / Viewing 
Free view can be activated at will, by pressing the ‘F’ key at any time. Three additional camera modes 

have been added, and can be toggled between by pressing the spacebar. The game starts off in third 

person mode with the camera above and slightly behind the player. The other two camera positions are 

first person and a side camera view.  

The cameras are all positioned using the player’s TNB frame, stored and updated in the Player class. 
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Part 3 – Basic objects, meshes, and lighting 

Basic Objects 
I have created two primitives, a cube and a cylinder. The cylinder can be seen as some sort of “support” 

that holds the track up. I couldn’t find a use for any other primitive, so I just put two “companion cubes” 

in that are near the player, and can be toggled using the ‘c’ key. 

 

The image above shows the cubes when they are active, and also the cylinders. The cylinders are 

generated and are evenly spaced along the track, with their height equal to the track height at that 

point.  

One problem I had was part of some cylinders would show up above the track at the sloped sections. 

This is because the height of the track was changing while the cylinder would have a static height. I tried 

to remedy this by making the cylinders slightly shorter, so it mostly looks alright as you can’t really see 

the tops of the cylinders usually anyways. Another way I thought of fixing this was to make the height of 

each top vertex of the cylinder equal to the track height at that specific point, but I didn’t get around to 

doing it. 

Another small primitive I made was the lap line. It is just a quad with a simple texture I created mapped 

to it. 



Meshes 
I’ve used four meshes in this game, the player, the lamp posts, and two different tree meshes. 

The positions of the trees are randomized during initialisation. Its position is checked with the track to 

make sure it won’t appear within the track itself.  

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < 100; i++) { 
  bool tooClose = true; 
  while (tooClose) { 
   int randomX = rand() % (xMax - xMin) + xMin; 
   int randomZ = rand() % (zMax - zMin) + zMin; 
   glm::vec3 pos(randomX, 0, randomZ); 
 
  //distance to closest center point, make sure doesn't collide with track 
   float shortestLength = glm::length(centerpoints[0] - pos); 
   for (unsigned int i = 1; i < centerpoints.size(); i++) { 
    float length = glm::length(centerpoints[i] - pos); 
    if (length < shortestLength) shortestLength = length; 
   } 
 
   if (shortestLength > 15) { 
    tooClose = false; 
    treePos.push_back(pos); 
   } 
 
  } 
 } 

The lamp posts are spaced evenly throughout the scene, similar to the cylinder primitives. I created a 

new class LampData to store each lamp’s position and rotation together. Calculating the rotation angle 

was tougher than I thought, because it had to be a counter-clockwise rotation angle and not just the 

acute angle. 

// http://stackoverflow.com/questions/14066933/direct-way-of-computing-clockwise-angle-
between-2-vectors 
 float dot = glm::dot(glm::vec3(1,0,0), center - point); 
 float det = glm::dot(b, glm::cross(glm::vec3(1,0,0), center - point)); 
 float angle = glm::degrees(atan2(det, dot)); 

The above code calculates the angle for one lamp, and the one on the opposite side is just this angle 

plus 180, since they’re always facing each other.  

The player mesh is controlled by the player. The player class stores its position and direction, which 

changes throughout gameplay. 

Everything was scaled differently, so it was a matter of trial and error to get them right. 

  



Lighting 
I have left the original light in place for rendering the skybox. Everything else was in a separate shader 

program for lighting calculations. 

For the vehicle headlights, its position and direction depends on the player. It is also given a slightly 

orange colour to mimic the incandescent bulbs of an older car. 

glm::vec3 headlightsRight = playerPos + n + 0.5f * b; 
glm::vec3 rightDir = t + n * 0.05f; 
glm::vec3 headlightsLeft = playerPos - n + 0.5f * b; 
glm::vec3 leftDir = t - n * 0.05f; 

if (headlights) pTrackCarProgram->SetUniform("lights[0].Ld", glm::vec3(2, 1.16, 0.32)); 
else pTrackCarProgram->SetUniform("lights[0].Ld", glm::vec3(0.0f));  

if (headlights) pTrackCarProgram->SetUniform("lights[1].Ld", glm::vec3(2, 1.16, 0.32)); 
else pTrackCarProgram->SetUniform("lights[1].Ld", glm::vec3(0.0f));  

The only light that wasn’t a spotlight was the sun/moon light. It uses the phong model to illuminate the 

scene evenly. 

With street lamp meshes comes street lights too. I created a big for loop that uses the data in the 

LampData object to position the lights. I noticed only having downwards facing lights didn’t look right, so 

I added an upwards facing light at each position to illuminate the “bulb” of the model. These street 

lights are only active at night. 

 

In order to send the data to the GPU, I needed to do some form of string manipulation. It was here that I 

ran into some issues. Just using the ‘+’ operator didn’t seem to work all the time, and would trim the 

first 2 characters of a string. I then tried using ostringstream and then convert that to a string but doing 

this so many times causes a huge performance drop, from around 55 fps to 25 fps. In the end I settled 

with a vector of strings, which are edited and converted to a single string for each SetUniform() call. This 

seemed to work the best for performance. 

In the shaders I implemented attenuation for the spotlights. It was the easiest way to minimise light 

going through walls and look unnatural.  



Part 4 – Head’s up display (HUD), gameplay, and advanced rendering 

HUD 
A simple head’s up display has been created. I expanded upon the DisplayFrameRate() function and 

used that font in other places. 

The current lap number is displayed in a slightly larger font in the centre of the HUD, and all the times 

are shown in the top right corner. This includes total time, current lap time, and all lap times so far. 

There is also a time that shows up under the lap count for 5 seconds that compares the most recent lap 

time and the one before. The text also changes colour between white and black for night and day 

respectively. 

 

Gameplay 
The gameplay is quite simple, try to achieve the fastest lap time. The side track slows the player down, 

but may be used to the player’s advantage on some turns. Hitting a wall makes the player not be able to 

move for 1.5 seconds and be moved to the centre of the main track. 

Collision detection is done by checking the player’s distance to the nearest wall and off-track point. This 

changes the max speed the vehicle can achieve and detects when a wall is hit. 

  



Advanced Rendering 
I’ve used three advanced rendering techniques. Fog is visible at all times, and gets more intense as the 

distance from the camera increases. Code taken from lecture slides, with changes to the fog colour and 

distances. 

 

I wanted to create an effect that emphasises the impact of collision, so a red vignette was applied as 

well as a radial blur. In order to achieve this, I had to use the multi-pass rendering technique. The scene 

is first rendered to an FBO. A full screen quad is created and the FBO is bound as a texture to that quad. 

This allows additional effects to be applied in the shaders. 

I created another shader program for this to make things easier to follow.  

vec4 vTexColour = texture(sampler0, vTexCoord); // Get the texel colour from the image 
if (collide){ 
 vec2 vecFromCentre = vTexCoord.xy - vec2(0.5); 
 float vignette = 1 - smoothstep(0.1, 0.9, length(vecFromCentre)); 
 vTexColour.gb *= vignette; //red vignette for collisions 
 vTexColour.r = 1; 
 
// http://stackoverflow.com/questions/4579020/how-do-i-use-a-glsl-shader-to-apply-a-
radial-blur-to-an-entire-scene 
 float samples[10]; 

… 
 
 vec2 dir = 0.5 - uv;  
 float dist = sqrt(dir.x*dir.x + dir.y*dir.y);  
 dir = dir/dist;  
 
 vec4 colour = texture2D(sampler0, uv); 

Fog in the distance 



 vec4 sum = vTexColour; // 
 

for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) 
  sum += texture2D( sampler0, uv + dir * samples[i] * sampleDist ); 
 
 sum *= 1.0/11.0; 
 float t = dist * sampleStrength; 
 t = clamp( t ,0.0,1.0); 
 
 vTexColour = mix(colour, sum, t ); 
} 
vOutputColour = vTexColour; 
 

The vignette code was taken from the lecture slides. I set the red component of the texture colour to 

max, while varying the green and blue components using the vignette to achieve the red colour. I also 

changed the values in the smoothstep() function to make the vignette effect apply to almost the entire 

screen 

As for the radial blur, the code is mostly copied, but I changed the sampleStrength variable to make it 

slightly less intense, from 2.2 to 2.0. 

 

  

Advanced Rendering Effect (Day) 

Advanced Rendering Effect (Night) 



Discussion 
This project went quite well, I learnt a lot about OpenGL programming and how a racing game could be 

implemented. 

I believe I created a strong core for a time trial game, but it can definitely be improved. Currently the 

player can just keep playing, there is no end to the game. Implementing a limit of x laps enables a high 

score system which shows the fastest single lap time, and also the fastest x laps.  

Some sort of menu system will enhance the user experience, allowing them to possibly choose from a 

selection of tracks, as well as a way to rebind the keys. Adding support for a controller or even a steering 

wheel would be nice. 

I think I went a little overboard with the number of meshes used, 100 trees is definitely not necessary. 

Reducing this number would enable lower end machines to run the game at 60 fps for a good 

experience. 

The vehicle can be seen going through the track at the slopes because I haven’t rotated the vehicle in 

that way. It isn’t too noticeable but can definitely detract from the driving experience. 

I could optimise the street lights more, have them illuminate a wider area as they’re not really 

accomplishing much. I would like them to be higher, but that couldn’t work for the game without 

changes to the track itself because of the overlap. The lamps would go through the ceiling and wouldn’t 

look right. 

The game currently has no sound whatsoever. Some engine sounds that change as the player speed 

changes would create a nice effect, and also a crash sound that changes volume depending on impact 

velocity. There could be a countdown before the timer/race starts, with sounds to go with that too. 

Collision detection can be improved, sometimes the vehicle would go through the wall a bit before a 

collision is registered. This is because I am using distance based detection, and so the detection is in a 

sphere whilst the vehicle is a rectangle. I tried to use a hitbox of some sort initially, but that turned out 

quite difficult. Another approach I used was to transform the nearest collision point into the vehicle’s 

local coordinates, and compare from there but I couldn’t figure out rotations. If more time was spent on 

this I think I could have figured it out. 

Camera movement can be more fluid. In other driving games, the camera doesn’t stay at the same 

position behind the player, but would chase the player around. So when the player turns, the camera 

would turn slightly after and not with the player. This makes for more smooth camera movement, and 

won’t make it feel like the player is controlling the camera instead of the vehicle itself. This also applies 

to the camera changing between its different positions but to a lesser degree. 

The vehicle isn’t animated in any way, the wheels don’t spin or turn. This can be implemented by having 

separate models for the car body and the wheels itself, so the wheels can be rotated according to the its 

current speed and user input for direction. 

Overall judging by the time provided, I think the game is a good start for a driving game and can be 

adapted to a variety of use cases. 


